Complex Formulas.
Simple Solutions.
Vicinity’s scalability makes it a top choice among
batch manufacturers. It integrates easily with
QuickBooks® Online to deliver a comprehensive
software solution that grows with your business.
At Vicinity, we offer software implementations and upgrades adapted
to suit each client’s requirements, responsive ongoing technical
support, and access to expert-level business consultation, making us
a dedicated partner to QuickBooks consultants and manufacturers.
Whatever operational challenges you or your customers are
experiencing, simple to complex, we are equipped to provide efficient
solutions.

Vicinity provides a single point of integration with the most popular
financial and distribution management applications. That means
Vicinity offers process manufacturers the ability to automate and
improve more of their operation with less implementation effort or
operational disruption than ever before. Combine that with a highly
experienced consultant who knows your business, and clients can
expect a more rapid implementation tailored to your needs delivering
a faster return on your software investment.

Integrated with the leading Designed exclusively
accounting software for
for formula-based
small businesses
manufacturing

Access to a dedicated
team of formula
manufacturing experts

Vicinity software has a proven
integration with QuickBooks®
Online. Your team can stay on QBO
while gaining access to advanced
manufacturing features. Vicinity
maintains a fast-paced deployment
schedule to deliver leading feature
fucntionality while preserving system
support to keep data seamlessly in
sync.

Vicinity is powered by a team of
software developers, technical
experts, and business consultants
with 30+ years of experience
working with process manufacturers.
Our team has led successful
implementations in industries
spanning the batch manufacturing
market. Count on us as your go-to
batch manufacturing resource.

Vicinity is built to enhance your
operations with QBO by cutting costs
while supporting growth through
improvements in efficiency. Our code
is catered to the intricacies of batch
manufacturing and our formula-based
production application allows for the
needed flexibility while delivering a
rich feature set across production
logs, scheduling, and quality.
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